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Abstract. With the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) of the Pierre Auger Observatory, we
have observed the radio emission from 561 extensive air showers with zenith angles between 60◦ and
84◦. In contrast to air showers with more vertical incidence, these inclined air showers illuminate large
ground areas of several km2 with radio signals detectable in the 30 to 80MHz band. A comparison of
the measured radio-signal amplitudes with Monte Carlo simulations of a subset of 50 events for which
we reconstruct the energy using the Auger surface detector shows agreement within the uncertainties
of the current analysis. As expected for forward-beamed radio emission undergoing no significant
absorption or scattering in the atmosphere, the area illuminated by radio signals grows with the
zenith angle of the air shower. Inclined air showers with EeV energies are thus measurable with
sparse radio-antenna arrays with grid sizes of a km or more. This is particularly attractive as radio
detection provides direct access to the energy in the electromagnetic cascade of an air shower, which
in case of inclined air showers is not accessible by arrays of particle detectors on the ground.
Keywords: cosmic rays, inclined air showers, radio detection, Pierre Auger Observatory, AERA
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1 Introduction
Over the last 10 years, radio detection of extensive air showers has matured from small prototype
setups to full-fledged applications as part of established cosmic-ray observatories [1]. The technique
relies on the measurement of coherent radio emission dominantly arising from time-varying trans-
verse currents induced by the Earth’s magnetic field, with secondary radiation arising from the time
variation of the negative charge excess present in air showers [1]. While radio measurements in the
very-high-frequency band, typically from 30 to 80MHz, have reached competitive precision in the
reconstruction of the important air-shower parameters arrival direction, energy, and depth of shower
maximum [1, 2] in the energy range from ∼1017 eV to ∼1018 eV, also an intrinsic limitation has be-
come apparent: The radio emission from air showers with zenith angles up to ∼60◦ illuminates areas
with diameters of only a few hundred meters, i.e., for coincident detection of such air showers with
at least three radio antennas, an antenna grid with a spacing of order 200 to 300m is needed. As
the radio-emission footprint does not grow significantly with the energy of the primary particle, the
antenna grid spacing would need to be equally dense for detection of near-vertical air showers with en-
ergies well beyond an EeV, which is obviously problematic as the low cosmic-ray flux at these energies
requires instrumentation of very large areas.
There have been long-standing predictions that inclined air showers with zenith angles of more
than 60◦ should illuminate much larger areas and thus be more favorable for detection with sparse
antenna arrays [3, 4]. The reason for this expectation is that for inclined showers, the shower, and with
it the source of the radio emission, is significantly further away from the ground than for near-vertical
showers, while there is no relevant absorption or scattering of the radio signals in the atmosphere.
The strongly forward-beamed radio emission thus illuminates a significantly larger area, even after
projection effects are corrected for. As the total radiation energy in the radio signal is then distributed
over a larger area, the signal strengths are weaker than for non-inclined air showers, which leads to
an increase of the energy threshold for detection in the presence of noise. (The background in the
30 to 80MHz band is dominated by radio emission from the Galaxy [1, 2], and as such irreducible.)
Recent simulation studies with full Monte-Carlo simulations have confirmed these earlier findings and
further illustrated the potential of radio meausrements of inclined air showers [5].
Radio signals from inclined air showers have previously been detected in the frequency range
from 40 to 80MHz with the small-area LOPES experiment [6]. However, no quantitative analysis
of the signal distributions was possible with the limited data available. The ANITA experiment has
measured several inclined cosmic-ray events at frequencies between 200 and 1200MHz after reflection
of the radio signals off the Antarctic ice [7], and has even derived a flux at an energy of 2.9 EeV [8].
The measurements at only one antenna location, however, did not allow validation of the radio-
emission simulations that the analysis relied upon. Lately, the ARIANNA experiment has reported
– 1 –
the measurement of radio signals from cosmic rays in the frequency range of 100 to 500MHz, with
one event measured at a zenith angle of approximately 75◦ [9].
In this work we demonstrate that the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) [10], in spite of
not having been optimized for the detection of inclined air showers, has observed inclined air showers
at EeV energies with significant statistics. This is possible because, indeed, the radio emission of
inclined air showers is detectable over areas of several km2, providing the potential to measure such
air showers even with antenna arrays on grid spacing of a km or more. In addition, we show that
the absolute radio-signal amplitudes measured at up to 76 antenna locations per air shower are in
agreement with state-of-the-art Monte-Carlo simulations, and that we observe a signature of the
Cherenkov time compression arising from the non-unity refractive index of the atmosphere. We first
describe our experimental setup and data analysis, then present our results, and finally discuss the
potential of radio detection of inclined air showers in future applications.
2 Experimental setup and data analysis
The Pierre Auger Observatory is a multi-hybrid detector for the measurement of ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays [11], situated in the province of Mendoza, Argentina. Its baseline detectors comprise a
surface-detector (SD) array of 1660 water-Cherenkov particle detectors covering an area of 3000 km2,
and a fluorescence detector (FD) consisting of 27 optical telescopes monitoring the atmosphere above
the surface detector for ultraviolet fluorescence light. The fluorescence detector is used in particular
to set the energy scale of the measurements, and allows direct observation of the depth of maximum
of individual air showers. The Auger Engineering Radio Array is situated in the north-western part
of the observatory.
AERA has been set up in stages. In the period between June 2013 and March 2015 it consisted of
a total of 124 antenna stations covering an area of 6 km2 employing a graded layout with grid spacings
between 150m and 375m. In the analysis presented here, those 76 out of the 124 antenna stations
which are capable of receiving an external trigger from the surface detector array were used. The area
instrumented by these antennas amounts to approximately 3.5 km2. Two different types of antennas
are being used in AERA: logarithmic-periodic dipole antennas [12, 13] and butterfly antennas [12].
Both measure the radio signal in the 30 to 80MHz band and have sensitivity at elevations below
30◦, but were never optimized for the detection of inclined air showers. In particular, these antennas
only measure the projection of the three-dimensional electric-field vector onto the horizontal plane,
i.e., they do not measure the vertical field component, which can contain a significant fraction of the
signal in case of inclined air showers [14]. Also, the systematic uncertainties in the absolute antenna
calibration at low elevations have yet to be studied in detail and are currently larger than for near-
vertical geometries. Another limitation of the current setup with respect to inclined air showers lies
in the selection of radio-readout triggers from the triggers provided by the surface detector. Only
events for which the closest (ground) distance between a surface detector station with a local trigger
and an AERA station is smaller than 5 km currently trigger the readout of the radio-antenna array.
This condition is applied to improve the purity of the acquired data sample, but is not tailored
for horizontal air showers. (The non-availability of the shower zenith angle at this stage of event
processing currently makes it difficult to optimize this trigger for inclined air showers.) Overall, there
is thus still significant potential for improving the radio detection of inclined air showers with AERA.
We analyzed a data set recorded between 26 June 2013 and 28 February 2015 employing a
hybrid analysis of the surface-detector and radio-detector data with the Offline analysis framework
of the Pierre Auger Observatory [15]. For the particle component of the air shower, we apply the
standard reconstruction for inclined showers with zenith angles greater than 60◦ measured with the
1500m surface-detector array [16]. While the maximum zenith angle of this reconstruction is normally
limited to 80◦ to ensure bias-free reconstruction parameters, we here extend the analysis to zenith
angles up to 84◦, resulting in a minor degradation in reconstruction performance not relevant for the
analysis presented here. We refrain from analyzing events with zenith angles larger than 84◦ at this
time, as this would require additional studies and optimizations of the surface-detector reconstruction.
The radio analysis uses the event geometry determined with the surface-detector reconstruction as a
– 2 –
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Figure 1: Distributions of the arrival directions of the 561 extensive air showers selected in this
analysis as determined with the Auger surface detector. Top: Distribution of the azimuth angles, 0◦
indicating arrival from the east and counting counter-clockwise. Bottom: Distribution of the sin2 of
the zenith angles. For each bin, Poissonian errors are shown.
starting point and requires coincident detection with a signal-to-noise ratio1 of 10 or more in at least
three radio-antenna stations with radio-pulse arrival times in approximate agreement with the event
geometry [17, 18]. The combined surface-detector and radio analysis results in a total of 561 events
with zenith angles between 60◦ and 84◦.
The distribution of the arrival directions as determined with the surface detector is shown in
Fig. 1. As expected, the azimuthal distribution shows a clear north-south asymmetry: more air
showers are observed coming from the south, where the large angle to the Earth’s magnetic field leads
to strong geomagnetic radio emission. The distribution with respect to the sin2 of the zenith angle θ
is not flat, as would be expected for a planar detector observing an isotropic flux with full efficiency.
The increase towards larger values of sin2 θ indicates that the detection efficiency for the coincident
observation of air showers with the Auger surface detector and AERA increases with zenith angle.
The mean zenith angle of the selected events amounts to 71◦.
Reconstructing the arrival directions of the air showers with a plane-wave fit to the arrival times
of the radio pulses yields an average agreement to within 1.4◦ with the directions reconstructed from
the surface-detector measurements.
For a subset of the 561 events, the surface-detector reconstruction for inclined air showers [16]
allows us to determine the cosmic-ray energy after the calibration with the fluorescence detector. This
1Square of the maximum electric-field amplitude after projection onto the horizontal plane divided by square of the
RMS of the background electric-field amplitudes.
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is normally done for showers with zenith angles between 60◦ and 80◦, signals measured in a complete
hexagon [19] of surface detector stations around the station with the largest energy deposit (thus in
particular excluding events for which the impact point is not contained inside the area of the surface
detector), and a minimum reconstructed energy of 1018.6 eV. This energy determination is bias-free
and achieves a resolution of 19.3% [16]. As discussed above, we here extended the zenith-angle range
to include showers with zenith angles up to 84◦. At the same time, we lowered the energy threshold
to 1018.5 eV. The requirements for detectors with measured signals remained unchanged. Under these
conditions, the bias of the sample remains negligible, and the energy resolution remains better than
25% [20]. The loss of performance is not relevant for the analysis presented here. The reconstruction
with these selection criteria leads to a total of 50 events. The energy distribution of this subset of
events is shown in Fig. 2, illustrating the reach up to energies beyond 1019 eV.
For each of these 50 events, one full Monte-Carlo simulation has been performed with CoREAS [21]
as part of CORSIKA v7.56 [22] and using the interaction models QGSJET-II.04 [23] and UrQMD 1.3.1
[24]. The event geometries and cosmic-ray energies for the simulations were taken from the surface-
detector reconstruction, and the primary particle type was set to protons, yielding a good coverage
of shower-to-shower fluctuations. We did not simulate heavier primary particles because the effect
of the primary mass on the predicted average radio amplitudes is well below 10% (as given by the
relative difference in the energy fraction in the electromagnetic cascade, cf. reference [25]). Thus, the
dominating uncertainties in the comparison between data and simulations are the energy-scale and
calibration uncertainties (see section 3.2). The simulation results have been propagated through a
detailed radio-detector simulation [26], including the addition of radio noise measured at the time of
the individual events, and have then undergone the same radio-data analysis as the measured data.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the energy reconstructed with the surface detector for the subset of 50
events passing quality cuts for the energy determination with the Auger surface detector (see text).
For each bin Poissonian errors are shown.
3 Results
In the following, we present results related to the size of the radio-emission footprint, the agreement
between data and simulations, and the signature of a Cherenkov time-compression of the radio signals
due to the non-unity refractive index of the atmosphere.
3.1 Size of the area illuminated by radio signals
An illustration of the large size of the area illuminated by radio signals in inclined air showers is
shown for one high-energy, high zenith-angle example event in Fig. 3. While near-vertical air showers
are typically detected in 3-5 AERA antennas [27], here a total of 74 antenna stations have a signal-
to-noise ratio above 10 in the horizontal component of the electric field. (The two events with the
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Figure 3: Visualisation of one event arriving at a zenith angle of θ = 82.8◦ from 24.3◦ north of
east with an energy of 2×1019 eV. Left: View of the radio antennas with detected signal indicated
by crosses color-coded from early (yellow) to late (red) arrival. Particle detectors with a signal are
indicated by green circles, their size indicating energy deposit. Further particle detectors with a signal
are present outside the shown area. The particle detector station marked in black had a temporary
malfunction. Sub-threshold radio-detector stations are marked with grey crosses, radio stations not
read out (in particular those not externally triggered) are denoted by triangles. The impact point as
reconstructed with the surface-detector stations is indicated by the one-sigma error ellipse. The line
indicates the projection of the shower axis onto the ground. Right: Amplitude distribution of the
horizontal component of the electric field vector as a function of the distance from the shower axis
measured in the plane normal to the shower axis. 74 radio-detector stations have a signal-to-noise
ratio of 10 or higher.
highest station multiplicity in the selection have a signal above threshold in all 76 antenna stations.)
The signal amplitudes measured in this event rise up to a distance of approximately 1000 m from the
shower axis2 and then fall off to large distances, yet signals have been detected above the Galactic
background up to axis distances of 2200m. The illuminated area in the plane perpendicular to the
shower axis for this event amounts to approximately 15 km2. Due to projection effects the illuminated
area on the ground is much larger; a simple projection with a factor of sec(82.8◦) yields an illuminated
area of approximately 120 km2.
The distribution of the impact points of the full data set of 561 air showers illustrates that indeed
many events are not contained in the geometric area of AERA, cf. Fig. 4. This demonstrates that
the area illuminated by radio signals is typically larger than the instrumented area of 3.5 km2 used
in this analysis. The farthest axis distance at which a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 10 has been
measured shows a clear increase with increasing zenith angle of the air shower, as is shown in Fig. 5.
This is in qualitative agreement with forward-beamed radio emission from a receding source in the
absence of absorption and scattering in the atmosphere, as explained in the introduction. It is also
in line with the observed increase in the number of detected air showers as a function of sin2 θ, i.e.,
an increase in detection efficiency with rising zenith angle, shown in Fig. 1. A weak correlation of
the farthest distance with the energy of the cosmic ray is also observed and can be explained by the
expected increase of the detection threshold with increasing zenith angle.
Fig. 6 shows a closer look at another interesting air-shower event, the southernmost one located
at (x, y) = (−26, 0) km in Fig. 4. The air shower has been detected with four antennas at the edge of
AERA. Its readout was triggered because an isolated surface-detector station with significant energy
2Distance from the air-shower axis as reconstructed with the surface detector, measured in the plane perpendicular
to the axis.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the impact points of the air-shower axes reconstructed with the Auger
surface detector for the 561 selected events, relative to the positions of the AERA antennas (red
triangles). The 50 events that pass the quality cuts for energy reconstruction are marked by black
dots, the remaining 511 events by blue diamonds. The example event presented in Fig. 3 is marked
with an orange cross. Fewer events with impact points in the west (left border of the plot) are present
as this region is close to the edge of the Auger surface detector array, indicated by the dashed line.
deposit (dark-grey circles in Fig. 6) was closer than the 5 km maximum readout distance discussed in
section 2. The locations of the antennas with a signal are in alignment with the ground projection of
the air-shower axis reconstructed from the surface-detector data. The azimuth angles reconstructed
from the radio signals and particle-detector measurements agree to within better than 0.5◦. The zenith
angle reconstructed with the particle detectors amounts to 83◦, while the zenith angle determined
from the arrival times of the radio signals corresponds to 87◦. The low number of radio antennas
with signal and their approximate alignment along a line perpendicular to the air-shower axis limit
the zenith-angle resolution of the radio measurement in this particular case. It has been reported
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Figure 5: Farthest axis distance at which a radio signal above noise background has been detected
as a function of the air-shower zenith angle. Black dots represent the 50 events that pass the quality
cuts for energy reconstruction, blue diamonds denote the remaining 511 events. The red bars show
the profile of the distribution, i.e., the mean and standard deviation in each 2◦ bin. Please note that,
as the radio array is significantly smaller than the radio-emission footprints, the mean values might
significantly underestimate the average footprint size.
that signal reflections at the ground, which are implicitly included in our antenna models but not yet
treated explicitly in our analysis, might also adversely affect the zenith-angle reconstruction at low
elevations [28]. The signals measured in the individual antennas have typical characteristics of air-
shower radio signals (pulse shape and width as well as relative amplitude). The maximum axis distance
at which a signal has been measured amounts to 2150m, a value similar to that measured in other
air showers; i.e., the exceptionally large ground distance arises from projection effects. Nevertheless,
this example illustrates that the ground area illuminated by radio signals can be significantly larger
than the “particle footprint” on the ground.
3.2 Comparison with simulations
For the subset of 50 events with a surface-detector reconstruction of the cosmic-ray energy, we have
made a direct comparison with the associated CoREAS-simulations. In Fig. 7a, we compare the sim-
ulated pulse amplitude as predicted for a given antenna station with the measured pulse amplitude in
that antenna station. Only antenna stations for which both the measured and simulated signals pass
the signal-to-noise cut of 10 are used in this comparison. There is a clear correlation even though
there is significant scatter. Fig. 7b shows a histogram of the corresponding relative deviation be-
tween simulated and measured amplitudes. On average, the simulations underpredict the measured
amplitudes by 2%, which is well inside the systematic uncertainty of ∼20% arising from the 14%
uncertainty in the energy scale of the Pierre Auger Observatory [29] and the ∼10 to 15% absolute
calibration uncertainty of the two different types of AERA antennas [12, 13]. (We note that these an-
tenna calibration uncertainties were determined for zenith angles up to 60◦ [13] and work is currently
ongoing to quantify the uncertainties at larger zenith angles.) The spread of 38% is larger than ob-
served for near-vertical air showers, however this is explainable, among other factors, by the increased
uncertainty of the reconstructed impact point of inclined air showers, which is important input to the
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Figure 6: View of the southern-most event visible in Fig. 4. The blue to green circles indicate the
measurement with the surface dector, size indicating energy deposit and color encoding arrival time.
Dark-grey circles indicate isolated particle detections rejected in the reconstruction. The radio signal
extends over a significantly larger area than the particle distribution.
simulations. There is thus still room for improvement when employing a detailed reconstruction of
the radio signals of inclined air showers, which is currently under investigation.
3.3 Presence of Cherenkov signature
The example event shown in Fig. 3 exhibits a clear maximum in the lateral signal distribution at an
axis distance of approximately 1000m. Assuming that the emission arises predominantly from the
shower maximum, we can estimate the off-axis angle under which this feature is seen. At the event
energy of 2×1019 eV, the average depth of shower maximum measured with the Auger fluorescence
detector [30, 31] amounts to ∼780 g/cm2. Using an average density profile for the atmosphere above
the observatory [32], we relate this depth of shower maximum Xmax to a geometrical source distance
d by solving the equation
X0 −Xmax =
∫ d
0
ρ(l) dl (3.1)
for d. Here, X0 denotes the atmospheric depth of the observatory level, and ρ(l) denotes the atmo-
spheric density at the distance l measured along the shower axis from the impact point to the shower
maximum. For inclined air showers, the atmospheric curvature needs to be taken into account, there-
fore the above equation can in general not be solved analytically and d is determined numerically. For
a depth of shower maximum of 780 g/cm2 and the event zenith angle of 82.8◦, the geometric source
distance d amounts to 116 km. From this geometrical distance and the axis distances of the antennas,
an off-axis angle for each antenna is then calculated using trigonometric relations, the result of which
is shown in Fig. 8. The maximum in the lateral signal distribution corresponds to an off-axis angle
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(b) Histogram of the deviations of the simulated and
measured electric field amplitudes in each individual
radio-detector station. The mean deviation amounts
to −2%, the spread as measured by the standard
deviation is 38%.
Figure 7: Correlation between the CoREAS-simulated and the measured amplitudes of the electric
field pulses (projected onto the horizontal plane) for the 50 measured air showers with a reconstructed
energy.
of ∼0.5◦. This value is in agreement with the angular scale on which a Cherenkov ring is expected
for inclined air showers [33]. The ring arises from the relativistic time-compression of the radio pulses
due to the non-unity refractive index of the atmosphere [1].
The derivation presented here is only very approximate and intended to illustrate the general
principle. For the majority of the events in our analysis, the Cherenkov signature is washed out by
the uncertainty of the position of the air-shower impact point and by signal asymmetries arising from
polarization and geometric effects. For a reliable recovery of the Cherenkov signature, a detailed
reconstruction of inclined air showers from their radio signals will thus need to be performed, which
is currently under investigation.
We note that the opening angle of the Cherenkov ring is related to the depth of shower maxi-
mum [34–36]. For inclined air showers with geometrical source distances of order 100 km, the relative
effects of a varying depth of shower maximum on the signal distribution will, however, be notedly
smaller than for near-vertical geometries: For the example event presented here, a shift of ±30 g/cm2
around the value of 780 g/cm2 amounts to only ∼ 2% variation in the geometrical source distance,
whereas for an equivalent shower with 30 ◦ zenith angle the geometrical source distance varies by
∼ 10%.
4 Prospects
Measurements of inclined air showers using radio arrays have significant potential.
First, antenna grid spacings that are of the same order as those for particle detector arrays
aiming at the measurement of the highest-energy cosmic rays should suffice for the radio detection
of inclined air showers. Even a 1.5 km grid of radio antennas, tailored to the detection of inclined
air showers, seems feasible with radio-emission footprints covering dozens of km2 on the ground. We
illustrate this by thinning out the grid of AERA antennas used for the radio analysis to a mere five
antennas on an approximate 1.5 km grid and re-running the complete analysis procedure on the full
set of raw data.
This results in 44 air showers fulfilling the same criteria as the originally selected 561 events,
including the example event previously shown in Fig. 3. The detection of this event with a sparse
array is illustrated in Fig. 9. Even with this small and sparse array a reasonable sampling of the lateral
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Figure 8: Distribution of amplitudes measured in the example event shown in Fig. 3 (right) versus
the off-axis angle for an assumed point source at an atmospheric depth of 780 g/cm2. The maximum
is located at an approximate angle of 0.5◦. The orange points indicate the sampling of the event with
a sparse, thinned-out AERA array (see section 4).
signal distribution is achieved, as is illustrated by the orange points in Fig. 8. For the complete set
of 44 events, the reconstruction of the surface-detector data yields a mean zenith angle of 78◦. This
is larger than the mean zenith angle of 71◦ obtained for the 561 events observed with the full AERA
as the detection probability for the sparse array increases with zenith angle. The arrival directions
reconstructed with the surface-detector and radio-detector data agree on average within 1.8◦, which
constitutes only a minor loss in accuracy compared to the full array.
Instrumentation of a radio-detector array on a 1.5 km grid would allow direct integration of hard-
ware in the existing surface detector array of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Such an approach would
profit from re-using much of the infrastructure (photovoltaic systems, communications hardware, local
trigger) and thus dramatically reduce the cost for deployment of a large-scale radio-detector array.
Second, radio detection has the advantage of directly measuring the energy in the electromagnetic
cascade of an extensive air shower [37]. As the radio signal is not absorbed or scattered significantly in
the atmosphere, this is true independent of zenith angle [38] and, thus, also for inclined air showers.
Arrays of volumetric particle detectors, in contrast, perform an almost pure measurement of the
muonic component of inclined air showers, as the electromagnetic shower has died out when the
shower reaches the ground. A combination of radio and particle detectors measuring inclined air
showers thus offers significant potential for mass-composition measurements [39] and studies of air-
shower physics such as the currently unsatisfactory reproduction of the muonic component of extensive
air showers in state-of-the-art hadronic interaction models [40].
Finally, the detection of a large radio-emission footprint signifies that the radio-emission source is
far away and the shower is “old” when reaching the ground. Neutrino searches with inclined air showers
detected by the Auger surface detector [41] rely on the unambiguous classification of “old” (hadronic)
versus “young” (neutrino-induced) inclined air showers. Radio detection could thus provide valuable
additional information to such neutrino searches: If an air shower does exhibit a large radio-emission
footprint, it can be excluded as a “young” air shower. Detection of near-horizontal air showers arising
from neutrino interactions in mountain ridges, as proposed in the context of the GRAND project [42],
also holds significant potential.
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Figure 9: The same air shower as shown in Fig. 3 but analysed by only using signals from five AERA
antennas on an approximate 1.5 km grid. All five antenna stations have a signal above threshold as
marked by the colored crosses.
5 Conclusion
We have collected a significant data set of inclined air showers at EeV energies using the Auger
Engineering Radio Array and the Auger surface detector. These showers illuminate areas of several
km2 on the ground with measurable radio signals, and the size of the emission footprint clearly
increases with shower zenith angle, as expected for forward-beamed emission which does not suffer
from absorption or scattering in the atmosphere. This confirms long-standing predictions that inclined
air showers should be particularly favorable for radio detection. Per-event CoREAS-simulations of
the electric-field amplitudes in individual antennas are in agreement with the measurements. The
presence of a Cherenkov ring illustrates the potential for the determination of the depth of shower
maximum. It is clear though that further work will be needed to improve the experimental accuracy.
In particular, the absolute calibration of the used radio antennas for elevations below 30◦ needs to be
studied in detail. Also, a good understanding of the lateral radio-signal distribution of inclined air
showers will be needed for reliable determination of cosmic-ray parameters from radio measurements
of inclined air showers.
The potential of these measurements lies in the possibility of a cost-effective instrumentation of
the large areas needed for measurements at the highest cosmic-ray energies with radio antennas as well
as in the complementarity of the radio and particle-detector measurements of inclined air showers.
This concept will be explored further with the latest stage of AERA, in which an additional 29
detector stations have been deployed, mostly on a grid with 750m distance, thereby instrumenting a
total area of 17 km2 with 153 antenna stations [10]. Furthermore, we envisage the direct integration
of radio antennas with the Auger surface detector stations over a large part of the observatory.
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